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Classification of elements :-
The arranging of elements into different groups on the basis of the

similarities in their properties is called  classification of elements.

The classification of similar elements into groups makes  the study 

of elements easier. There are about 120 different elements known

so far. Scientist  found it difficult to organize all that was known about the 

elements. They started looking for some pattern in their properties, on the 

basis of which they could study such a large number of elements with ease.

Early attempts at classification of elements :-
The earliest attempt to classify elements was grouping  the then 

known elements (about 30 elements) into two  groups called metals 

and non metals. Later further classifications were tried out as our 

knowledge of elements and their properties increased.



Dobereiner’s Triads -

Dobereiner arranged a group of three elements with similar properties in the 

order of increasing atomic masses and called it a triad. He showed that the 

atomic mass of the middle element is approximately the arithmetic mean of 

the other two. But, Dobereiner could identify only following three triads from 

the elements known at that time. The defect in this classification was that all 

the then known elements could not be correctly arranged into triads.



Newland’s law of Octaves
John Newlands, an English scientist, arranged

the  known elements in the order of increasing 

atomic  masses and called it the ‘Law of Octaves’. 

Law of Octaves says that “If elements are arranged 

by the increasing order of their atomic masses, 

property of every eighth element (starting from

first element) repeats”.



Limitations of Newlands law of octaves:

➢The law was applicable for elements with atomic 

masses up to 40 ( up to calcium)

➢Only 56 elements known that time were talked 

about. At that time around 1 element was 

discovered every year. The elements to be 

discovered were not considered.

➢In a few cases, Newlands placed two elements in 

the same slot to fit elements in the table.

➢He also grouped unlike elements under the same 

slot.



Mendeleev’s periodic table :-

Dmitry Mendeleev a Russian chemist in 

1869 gave Mendeleev’s Periodic Table.

Till then 63 elements were known. Mendeleev 

arranged elements in increasing order of their 

atomic mass. He tried to put elements with 

similar properties in a group.



Mendeleev’s periodic law :-
Mendeleev’s periodic law states that, ‘ The properties of elements are  

periodic functions of their atomic masses’.
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Achievements of Mendeleev’s Periodic Table
A systematic study of elements: Elements with similar properties 

were grouped together, that made the study of their chemical and 

physical properties easier.

Prediction of properties of yet to be discovered elements: Eka-

boron, eka-aluminium and eka-silicon were the names given to yet 

to be discovered elements. The properties of these elements could 

be predicted accurately from the elements that belonged to the 

same group. These elements, when discovered were named 

scandium, gallium, and germanium respectively.

Placement of noble gases: When discovered, they were placed 

easily in a new group called zero group of Mendeleev’s table, 

without disturbing the existing order.

Correction of atomic masses: Placement of elements in 

Mendeleev’s periodic table helped in correcting the atomic masses 

of certain elements. For example, the atomic mass of beryllium 

was corrected from 13.5 to 9. Similarly, atomic masses of indium, 

gold, platinum etc., were also corrected.



Limitations of Mendeleev’s Periodic Table

➢ Position of hydrogen: Hydrogen resembles both, the 

alkali metals (IA) and the halogens (VIIA) in properties, 

so, Mendeleev could not justify its position.

➢ Position of isotopes: Atomic weight of isotopes differ, 

but, they were not placed in different positions in 

Mendeleev’s periodic table.

➢ Anomalous pairs of elements: Cobalt (Co) has higher 

atomic weights but was placed before Nickel (Ni) in the 

periodic table.

➢Placement of like elements in different groups:
Platinum (Pt) and Gold (Au) has similar properties but 

were placed in different groups.

➢ Cause of periodicity: He could not explain the cause of 

periodicity among the elements.



Modern Periodic Table
Henry Moseley gave a new property of  

elements, ‘atomic number’ and this was  

adopted as the basis of Modern Periodic  Table’.

Modern Periodic Law: Properties of elements are

a  periodic function of their atomic number





Modern periodic table :-
In the modern periodic table elements are arranged in the increasing  order 
of their atomic numbers in the form of a table having 7 horizontal  rows of 
elements called periods and 18 vertical rows of elements called  groups.

Number of Elements in a Period
➢ The first period contains only two elements 1Hand2He and is known as 

the shortest period.

➢ The second period (3Lito10Ne) and the third period (11Na to 18Ar) contain 8 

elements each and are known as short periods.

➢ Third period has 8 elements Na to Ar called short period. 

➢ The fourth period (19K to 36Kr) and the fifth period (37Rb to 54Xe) contain 18 

elements each and are called long periods.

➢ F i f th  period has 18 elements Rbto Xecalled long period.

➢ The sixth period contains 32 elements (55Cs and 86Rn) and is also known as the 

longest period.

➢ The seventh period is an incomplete period.

(After the recent discoveries of the new elements and their addition to the periodic 
table, the seventh period is officially complete)



Groups in Modern Periodic Table
➢ The modern periodic table contains 18 vertical columns 

known as groups.

➢ Group 1 elements are known as alkali metals.

➢ Group 2 elements are known as alkaline earth metals.

➢ Group 15 elements are known as pnicogens.

➢ Group 16 elements are known as chalcogens.

➢ Group 17 elements are known as halogens.

➢ Group 18 elements are known as noble gases.

Limitations of Modern Periodic Table
➢ Position of hydrogen: It could not assign a correct 

position to hydrogen in the table. 

➢ The lanthanides and actinides are not placed in the 

main body of the table.



Position of Elements in the Modern 

Periodic Table

The Modern Periodic Table has 18 vertical columns known as ‘groups’

and 7 horizontal rows known as ‘periods’.

Maximum no. of electrons that can be accommodated in a shell depend on 

the formula 2n2,where n is the no. of the given shell. e.g. K shell – 2 × (1)= 2 

elements in the first period L shell – 2 ×(2) = 8 elements in the second 

period.

Group: No. of electron present in the outer

most shell (up to to no. of electron two and 

for  rest you need to add 10)

Period: No. of shell present in the atom.

Helium has valence electrons equal to 2, 

but it is placed in group number 18 because 

it is a noble gas and has completely 

filled outermost shell. So from the electronic 

configuration we can easily find the position of 

Element in Periodic Table.



Q. Electronic configuration of element T is 2, 8, 7. What is 

the period and grou number of T?

Ans: Given configuration is 2, 8, 7. The first shell has 2 

electrons and the second will have 8. Hence the remaining 7 

will be in the third shell as the third shell has a capacity of 18 

electrons. Since the valence shell is three, the period will also 

be 3 and group is 17 ( 7+10=17)

Q.In which period and group would you place the elements 

with following electronic configurations.

(¡) 2,8 (¡¡)2,5

Ans: The elements with electronic configuration (2,8) is Neon.

It in the group 18 and 2nd period of the periodic table.

The elements with electronic configuration (2,5) is Nitrogen. It 

in the group 15 and 2nd period of the periodic table.



Trends in the Modern 

Periodic Table



Valency :-

In a period the valency of the elements increases from 1 to 4 and then  decreases 
from 4 to 0 from the left to the right.

Eg :- 2nd Period

Elements - Li, Be, B, C, N, O, F, Ne

AN - 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

EC - 2,1 2,2 2,3 2,4 2,5 2,6 2,7 2,8

Valence electrons - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Valency - 1 2 3 4 3 2 1 0

In a group the valency is the same for all elements of the group.

Eg :- Group –I A
Elements AN EC VE Valency

H 1 1 1 1

Li 3 2,1 1 1

Na 11 2,8,1 1 1
K 19 2,8,8,1 1 1



Atomic size ( Radius of the atom) :-

In a period the atomic size of the elements decreases from the left to the  
right because the nuclear charge (number of protons) increases and so  
the electrons are pulled closer to the nucleus.

Eg :- 2nd Period

Elements - Li, Be, B, C, N, O, F, Ne

AN - 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

EC - 2,1 2,2 2,3 2,4 2,5 2,6 2,7 2,8

No. of protons - 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Atomic size decreases

In a group the atomic size of the elements increases from top to  
bottom because the number of shells increases and the distance  
between the nucleus and shells also increases.

Eg :- Group – I A

Elements AN EC VE Shells

H 1 1 1 1 Atomic

Li 3 2,1 1 2 size

Na 11 2,8,1 1 3 increases

K 19 2,8,8,1 1 4



Metallic property (Electropositive nature)

In a period the metallic property of the elements decreases from the left

to the right.

Eg :- 3rd Period

Elements - Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl, Ar

Metals Metalloid Non metals  

Metallic property decreases

In a group the metallic property of the elements increases from the top  

to the bottom.

Eg :- Group VI A

Elements

Carbon C - Non metal Metallic

Silicon Si - Metalloid property

Germanium Ge - Metalloid increases

Tin Sn - Metal

Lead Pb - Metal



Non metallic property (Electronegative nature)

In a period the non metallic property of the elements increases from

the left to the right.

Eg :- 3rd Period

Elements - Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl, Ar

Metals Metalloid Non metals  
Non metallic property increases

In a group the non metallic property of the elements decreases from  
the top to the bottom.

Eg :- Group VI A

Elements
Non metallic  
property  
decreases

Carbon  
Silicon  
Germanium  
Tin
Lead

C - Non metal  
Si - Metalloid  
Ge - Metalloid  
Sn - Metal
Pb - Metal



Electronegativity
Along the period – Electronegativity increases as the tendency to gain 

electrons in the valence shell increases due to increasing nuclear charge.

Down the group – As the distance between the nucleus and valence shell 

increases, nuclear pull decreases. This decreases the tendency of an atom 

to gain an electron, hence electronegativity decreases.

Ionization Energy: It is the energy required to remove an electron from an 

isolated gaseous atom. Ionization energy increases as we move left to right 

in a period. This is due to increase in nuclear charge as we move left to 

right in a period. But down in a group ionization energy decreases due to 

decrease in nuclear charge but there are some exceptional cases.

Chemical reactivity:

Across the period: First decreases as it is more difficult to loose more e-and 

then increases from left to right as it is easier to gain lesser number of 

electron.

Down the group: As we move down in a 

group, chemical reactivity increases for 

metals and increases for non-metals.








